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9105 2011 MEURSAULT 1er CRU AOC
97,50.55.- €
CLOS RICHEMNONT MONOPOLE
DOMAINE HENRI DARNAT
Notes :
Vignoble de 0.74 ha qui appartient à la famille Darnat-Grappin depuis 125 ans et en Monopole
depuis 30 ans. Vin minéral aux arômes de citron ,de fleurs blanches et gingembre, fin en bouche, qui
lui donne des airs de grands crus de Puligny-Montrachet.
8413 2009 POMMARD PREMIER CRU AOC
128.50
72.- €
LES JAROLLIERES
DOMAINE DE LA POUSSE D’OR
Notes de Robert Parker ( 94 ):
The 2009 Pommard Les Jarollieres saturates the palate with its round, ripe fruit. This shows lovely
depth and richness, then turns quite a bit more powerful and tannic on the finish. Sweet menthol
and crushed rocks wrap around the close. Les Jarollieres is on the border with Volnay.
8086 2009 CHAMBOLLE-MUSIGNY AOC
DOMAINE HUDELOT-NOELLAT

102,50

59.- €

Notes de Robert Parker (89)
The 2009 Chambolle-Musigny flows with layers of perfumed fruit. The fine tannins balance the fruit
quite nicely and add grip to the long, delicate finish. This appears to be an early-drinking wine that will
deliver considerable pleasure over the next few years. The Chambolle was bottled in February 2010.
Anticipated maturity: 2011-2019.
7737 2007 CHATEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE AOC
CUVEE VIEILLES VIGNES
DOMAINE TARDIEU LAURENT

102.-

59.- €

Notes de Robert Parker (92) :

The 2007 Chateauneuf du Pape Vieilles Vignes is fashioned from old vine Grenache (90%) and the
rest Syrah and Mourvedre, the last two components aged in new oak. The fruit comes from parcels on La
Crau, Solitude, and Mont-Olivet. The wine exhibits that sweet white chocolate character that Grenache sometimes displays,
along with a deep ruby/purple color, super intensity, and plenty of red and black fruit, garrigue, and grilled meat notes.
8757 2007 LE STANZE
95.TOSCANA IGT
AZIENDA AGRICOLA POLIZIANO

54.- €

Notes de Robert Parker (92)
The 2007 Le Stanze del Poliziano is 70% Cabernet Sauvignon and 30% Merlot that spent approximately 16
months in French oak prior to being bottled. This positively sparkles on the palate with layers of mineral infused dark
fruit. Menthol, spices, leather and licorice swirl around in the glass, adding further shades of nuance and complexity,
and leading to a firm, wonderfully alive finish. Le Stanze is a fabulous wine to enjoy over the next few years. Anticipated maturity: 2011-2019

7204 2005 LA CREU ALTA
PRIORAT DOC

178.- €
VINYES MAS ROMANI

98.- €

Notes de Robert Parker (92)
La Creu Alta is a glass-coating opaque purple color with an expressive perfume of minerals, Asian spices, incense, and
kinky wild blue and black berry aromas. On the palate it has superb concentration, impeccable balance marked by lively
acidity, savory flavors, and exceptional length.

8914 2007 CHÂTEAU LAGRANGE
SAINT-JULIEN AOC
GRAND CRU CLASSE
Notes de Robert Parker (91) :

234.- €

MAGNUM

129.- €

Tasted at BI Wine & Spirits' 10-Years-On tasting, the 2007 Lagrange has a crisp and focused, graphite-tinged
bouquet that is well defined, showing more precision than many of its Saint Julien peers. The palate is mediumbodied with sappy red berry fruit, grippy in the mouth, with cedar and sage towards the finish. There is impressive
body and presence conferred by this Lagrange that is aging with style.
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PROMOTION DE GRANDS VINS DE BORDEAUX
8800 2010 CHÂTEAU FOMBRAUGE BLANC
DOMAINE BERNARD MAGREZ

95.50.- €

53.- €

Notes de Robert Parker (90) :
Fombrauge, a blend of 40% Semillon, 30% Sauvignon Blanc and the balance 30% Sauvignon Gris,
displays oodles of orange peel, lemon butter and quince with a hint of pineapple in a medium-bodied, zesty, fresh, lively style.
7206 2000 CHÂTEAU BARRABAQUE
63.50.- €
CUVEE PRESTIGE
CANON FRONSAC AOC DOMAINE NOEL

37.- €

Notes de Robert Parker (89) :
A delicious, open-knit style of wine with a dense ruby/plum color, sweet black cherry and black currant fruit
and some sandy earth tones in the background, this 2009 is medium-bodied and nicely concentrated, with no
hard edges.
7865 2007 CHÂTEAU LAFLEUR GAZIN
POMEROL AOC
DOMAINE MME DELFOUR-BORDERIE

69.50 €

40.- €

Notes de Robert Parker (88) :

A light, red-berried nose that is lacking some complexity. The palate is medium-bodied, understated
upon entry but build to a “muted crescendo”
5787

2000 CHÂTEAU MAGDELAINE
PREMIER GRAND CRU CLASSE
SAINT-EMILION A.O.C.
DOMAINE ANTOINE MOUEIX

202,50.- €

2000 CHÂTEAU SAINT DOMINGUE
SAINT-EMILION A.O.C.
GRAND CRU

244.- €

116.- €

Notes de Robert Parker (92) :
A lacy, graceful, restrained offering, the 2000 Magdelaine is the epitome of elegance and delicacy. The
deep ruby color is accompanied by sweet cherry/plum aromas, a ripe attack, medium body, and poised,
exceptionally well-delineated flavors. The tannin is moderate but ripe.
5989

128.- €

Notes de Robert Parker (92) :
Undoubtedly the most impressive Saint-Domingue I have tasted, this wine tastes like proprietor
Clement Fayat's La Dominique on steroids, opaque purple-colored with a glorious nose of creme de
cassis, vanilla, chocolate, and espresso. This chewy, low-acid, plump, full-bodied wine is dense, rich,
with great intensity, purity, and plenty of power. This is obviously a modern-styled St.-Emilion, but a huge crowd-pleaser and a
wine capable of lasting 12-15 more years, possibly longer.
6275 2003 CHÂTEAU LEOVILLE-BARTON
SAINT-JULIEN AOC
GRAND CRU CLASSE

250,50 €

4236

70.-

138.- €

Notes de Robert Parker (92-94) :
Proprietor Anthony Barton continues to fashion beautifully elegant yet powerful, masculine, virile wines meant
for long-term aging. In addition, he exhibits a humility in pricing that is both refreshing and noteworthy. The
outstanding 2004 comes close to equaling the spectacular 2000. It boasts a dense purple color as well as aromas of forest floor, underbrush, creme de cassis, new saddle leather, and background oak. There is superb
intensity for a 2004, wonderful sweetness, and a surprisingly fragrant perfume.
1997 CHÂTEAU FILHOT
SAUTERNES PREMIER CRU AOC
DOMAINE COMTE DE VAUCELLES

40.- €

Notes de Robert Parker (87) :
An elegant, medium-bodied wine with scents of quince, orange marmalade, and pineapple presented in a moderately-endowed aromatic profile, this Sauternes displays moderate sweetness, excellent ripeness and purity,
and a tasty, harmonious personality

